Relaxation™ Weighted Blanket
Do you have trouble relaxing due to stress or anxiety? If so, our
Relaxation™ weighted blanket is the perfect gift this holiday
season to help calm anyone’s nerves or get a great night’s sleep.
Studies show that a weighted blanket may help reduce anxiety or
stress and also help reduce insomnia.
Our weighted blanket is ideal for both sleeping or lounging and
offers the relaxing effects of deep pressure stimulation to help you
relax and sleep better. The internal weighted blanket and the
plush removeable cover are machine washable, with the inner
layer featuring a diamond box construction filled with non-toxic
glass pellets that evenly distribute weight across the blanket to
create a sensation of a gentle hug.
Features and Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Comes in three sizes (15, 20, 25 pounds) and three colors (navy, gray, cream)
o Choose the blanket closest to 10 percent of your body weight
Ideal for reducing stress and can be used to help fall asleep and stay asleep
Machine washable
Available for purchase on Sept. 20, 2018 for $199.99

PlushComfort™ Ultimate Pillow
Looking for plush comfort and support? Silky-soft and
hypoallergenic, our down alternative pillow’s microfiber fill
mimics the softness of premium down, combined with a
smooth, brushed cotton cover for plush comfort and support.
PlushComfort™ Ultimate Pillow
Enjoy ultimate comfort with three removable inserts that let
you individualize your support and pillow height as your
sleep needs change over time. This shape has a three-sided
zip around cover to easily change out inserts. Great for all sleeping positions, soft (one insert) to firm
(three inserts) density. Recommend one – two inserts for stomach sleepers; two - three inserts for back
or side sleepers. Available in Standard 18x24x2 or King 18x34x2 (width x length x gusset size).
How the Ultimate pillow works: One pillow with the same fill type, down alternative, with an amount in
each insert that can be customized to three different heights depending on your sleeping position. The
pillow will also feel firmer with more inserts. Stomach sleepers typically like a softer thinner pillow, try
one - two inserts. Back sleepers typically like a medium height for enhanced neck support, try two
inserts. Side sleepers typically need a higher pillow to fill the gap between shoulders and neck, try two three inserts depending on shoulder width.
Features and Benefits
• Leverages the fiber’s length, size and structure to create its extraordinary distinctiveness as a fill
that delivers cuddly comfort just as much as it works to respond to your body’s level of support.
• Loft and support that bounces back easily to respond to movements.
• Hypoallergenic for allergen-sensitive sleepers.
• Limited 5-year warranty.

